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Dr. Nancy Bryan calls it a “The Fountain of Youth” for older minds. Plus it’s free!
 

Seniors worry more about 
memory loss and cogni
tive decline than they do 
about death, according to 
a new survey.

Dr. Nancy Bryan has IS YOUR BRAIN... 

You don’t have to live with increasing memory loss. This 
natural, drug-free compound may improve your memory 
in as little as 30 days. 

 “The findings for improved “In about a month, it was 
seen the anguish of mem- STARVING? brain function were shock- like a light switch. My 
ory loss and mental decline   He saw evidence that ing,” says Dr. Bryan. memories just flooded back 
up close and personal. “I older minds were literally   Secondly, the impressive to me. And I have my clarity 
can’t tell you how many starving for oxygen. “Gasp results were then shared and focus back as well.”
times someone would ing for air,” in his words with the entire medical   “I recommend it too,” says 
come up to my counter because of poor circulation. community in a well-re- Dr. Bryan. “It’s perfect for 
and ask, ‘Do you have any-

“Poor circulation means 
spected and peer-reviewed boosting one’s brain power. 

thing that can improve my there’s less oxygen to the medical journal. It worked for me and it will 
memory?’ ” brain, a sure sign of prema- Thirdly, this memory work for you.” 

-boosting wonder comture memory decline,” says   “It’s the real fear of losing FREE 30-DAY SUPPLYpound passed the toughestDr. Bryan. OF THIS PHARMACIST-your independence. And 
review of all –- scrutiny   “And that means there RECOMMENDED &it’s so bad that seniors are 
from the consumers. PATENTED MEMORY 

decline than death itself.”
are a lot less critical brainmore worried about mental 
antioxidants and nutrients COMPOUND#1 SELLING BRAINnourishing the brain.” Call today and you canHEALTH INGREDIENT “Even worse, reduced experience the power of a The word was out and in no blood flow further numbs 30-day supply of CogniPrintime, this natural ingredientthe brain by slashing the absolutely FREE. Just payhas quickly become theneurotransmitters, those a small shipping fee.
vital messenger molecules was crystal-clear and I was left their keys or how to find 

# 1 selling brain health in
gredient in the country. We FREE GIFT #1:that help you process infor- able to concentrate like a their way home.” conservatively estimate that BEST-SELLING BOOK:mation, retrieve thoughts laser beam.”  “With this simple, natu 10 million doses have been MAXIMIZINGand memories, and help ral, drug-free formula, wePROTECTS AGAINST used and folks couldn’t be BRAIN POWERyou concentrate and focus.” can finally offer something FREE RADICALS happier. When you call, ask how Without them, you’re that works. And you don’t The breakthrough formu

 “America’s Pharmacist,” 
Dr. Nancy Bryan, was so 
impressed with her new-
found mental abilities that 
she recommended this pre-
scription-free natural com-
pound to all her customers 
with incredible success. 

you can also get a FREEbound to suffer from mem even need a prescription to la helps revitalize listless copy of the medically acory problems and cognitive get it.” brain cells and protect them claimed book, “Maximizdecline. from the damaging free ing Brain Power” The

Brant and a team of 

ACID TESTradicals caused by stress Nutraceutical  Breakneuroscientists developed   Recently, Dr. Bryan was and harmful toxins that are through for Memory Lossa natural, drug-free com- required to take a state in the air, our water, and our and “Brain Fog”. It’s a $20 pound shown in research board of pharmacy jurisprufood. value, but it’s yours FREE. to wake up aging brains to dence to become licensedPHARMACY But supplies are limited soactually ‘think younger.’ in another state, a challengeBEST SELLER call now! that tests a candidate’s 
WAKES UP Soon after, Dr. Bryan was   “It broke my heart,” she knowledge of pharmaceuti- FREE GIFT #2: BRAINTIRED MINDS recommending the new added. “So much so that I cal law and practices.  DETOX FORMULAThis powerful formula formula to her long-sufvowed to find a remedy that  “Along with my prepa- If you’re one of the first 

would relieve these people helps sluggish, tired, forget- fering customers. “It was ration, I took the natural 500 callers, you can also
of their anguish.” ful brains to snap alert. Like an instant best seller in my memory compound for two receive a FREE TRIAL of eyeglasses for your eyes, it pharmacy practice. Cus
  “One night, I was re- weeks prior to the exam, the remarkable brain detoxgives you clarity, focus and tomers were coming to me
viewing research papers and I passed with ease! I formula that’s scientifically the ability to concentrate all the time, thanking me
on memory loss and -– I was able to recall the an- designed to help increasethe way you did years ago. for sharing it with them.” 
couldn’t believe my eyes! swers automatically –- with mental clarity and focus  In a peer-reviewed re- “I even told my colleagues 
There, right in front of me absolutely no effort at all!” DELIGHTED USERS even more by helping to search study, participants about it and they were This amazing formula has Jeff S. says he “feels sowas...conclusive evidence flush away toxins in the not only saw improvement ecstatic at how effective 
of a real memory pill.” been embraced by health- much more focused and brain. Call now while sup-in their memory, mood and this simple, natural formula care professionals across more energized now that plies last! “I was so excited that I concentration, but they also really is.”  the country and for good I’m no longer fearful of 
contacted the author im- regained lost brainpower.   “A lot of doctors that come reason. forgetting things.” CALL NOW,
mediately. I knew that Imagine -- their brains were out of medical school can TOLL-FREE   First, the individual ingre- Jessica T. of Phoenix, AZ, potentially millions of peo- equal to that of someone 15 treat an infection, a bro dients were submitted to the reports that she experienced ple could benefit from this years younger. And it was ken arm, or a skin rash,” 1-800-000-0000

‘gold standard’ of research, a night-and-day change indiscovery.” done in just 30 days! explains Dr. Bryan. “But a placebo-controlled, ran- her mind and memory. These statements have notwhen it comes to fading been evaluated by the FDA.
memories or loss of con- This product is not intended to 

  Samuel Brant was the re- PROOF IS AT HAND domized, double-blind clin- At age 57, she was under-
searcher and he observed ical trial, using the same   Dr. Bryan admitted to a centration and focus, it’s a going a rapidly declining diagnose, treat, cure or prevent
a common ‘disturbance’ in few memory issues herself. FDA-sanctioned brain test- memory. any disease. You may not expecompletely different story. aging brains, one that may ing protocols used to qual- rience the same results. Results“So I asked Brant for a bottle “I was about ready to see They’re often at a loss as vary and depend on a variety ofbe the defining cause of a ify prescription-sold cogniand within a few days, I can to what to do when people a neurologist when I came factors, including overall health,fading memory. honestly say my memory tive medicines. across this product.” diet, and other lifestyle factors.can’t remember where they 
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